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Abstract
Traditional food stall traders in Cerme District experienced a decrease in profit due to the existence of Modern Restaurant. Traditional food stall traders still survive in the face of competition problems with modern restaurants. This study aims to determine the profit of traditional food stalls facing modern restaurants in the perspective of service quality. By collecting data from 5 informants and 1 key informant as the initial opening of the research to find more accurate results. The presentation of the data was carried out using the interactive model of Miles and Huberman (1984), namely data collection, data reduction, data display and verification. The results of the data analysis of the traditional food stall traders survive in the face of modern restaurants and still earn profits by implementing service quality through the perspective of tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. The results of the research on the profits of traditional food stall traders in dealing with modern restaurants in a service perspective are Tangible: Cleanliness and tidiness of traditional food stalls, Reliability: Speed and accuracy, Responsiveness: Facilities and inventory of goods, Assurance: Maintaining ethics, polite and patient language, Empathy: Buyer's request.
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Introduction
Over time, the business in the food sector is growing rapidly throughout Indonesia, especially in the Cerme District area. Traditional food stalls are simple places to eat that are designed in a traditional style that provide traditional food menus. According to Marwati (2000:112), traditional food refers to general human food that is passed down from generation to generation, either as a staple food, side dish, or special. A modern restaurant is a place to eat that will compete with the existence of traditional food stalls due to changes in people's lifestyles that are increasingly modern and incomplete facilities in traditional food stalls. The existence of modern restaurants makes some of the surrounding communities who are in the upper classes make the perception that modern restaurants can make people eat comfortably in accordance with the facilities provided in modern restaurants. On the other hand, some middle class people also have the perception that the existence of modern restaurants can harm traditional food stalls around the location of modern restaurants.

In Cerme District, there is a lot of business competition in the food sector due to its close location between traditional food stalls and modern restaurants. The phenomenon that occurs in Cerme District regarding the competition between traditional food stall traders and modern restaurants, there is a gap, where traditional food stall traders persist in facing the problem of competition with modern restaurants which will have an impact on the profits of traditional food stall traders. According to the results of an interview with one of the owners of traditional food stalls, he explained that the initial sales of his business were quite good. The profits obtained can already return the initial capital of their business. The profit earned by traders ranges from 40% - 50%, but the profits for now faced with modern restaurants are decreasing. The current profit is around Rp. 5,000,000. Strategies to respond to competition carried out by traditional food stall traders include price games and service improvements.
Table 1. Profit before and after the existence of modern restaurants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Traditional food stalls</th>
<th>Profit Before the existence of modern restaurants</th>
<th>Profit After the existence of a modern restaurant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Warung Cak Sahli</td>
<td>IDR 5.500,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 5.000,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Delicious food stall roso</td>
<td>IDR 3.400,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 3.000,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Sambel food stalls</td>
<td>IDR 4.700,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 4.000,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Food stall bu kasiati</td>
<td>IDR 4.000,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 4.000,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Food stalls grace</td>
<td>IDR 4.000,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 3.500,000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Food stalls mbak sri</td>
<td>IDR 4.300,000,-</td>
<td>IDR 4.000,000,-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed Researchers, 2021

Thus, it can be proven that traditional food stall traders still make a profit because customers from traditional food stalls come from all walks of life. Traditional food stall traders sell with the minimal capital they have. According to Kotler (2019), defining service quality is a form of consumer assessment of the level of service received with the level of service expected. The existence of service quality that can satisfy customers can make customers believe and commit to the business, so that customers will return to buy the business that is being run. According to Kotler in Candy (2016), argues that there are 5 factors that determine the quality of service including: Tangible, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance, and Empathy. The increasing number of modern restaurants can pose a threat to traditional food stall traders regarding the profits they get. So the author conducted a study entitled "The Profit of Traditional Food Stall Traders in Cerme District in Facing Modern Restaurants in the Perspective of Service Quality"

**Method**

This research is a qualitative research which is a researcher's effort to collect data based on a natural setting. Of course, because it is natural or natural, the results of the study are also scientific and can be held accountable. Qualitative research is research that produces analytical procedures that do not use statistical analysis procedures or other quantification methods (Moleong 2017:6). The implementation of this research was carried out for one month starting from August 2021 to September 2021 which was carried out in traditional food stalls and modern restaurants in Cerme District. This research was conducted by means of observation and interviews with traditional food stall traders in Cerme District. Informants in this study have been determined with the Snowball model, because this informant has more than one informant. The researcher chose 6 informants who represented traditional food stall traders in Cerme District. From the 6 informants, the researcher got enough data needed by the researcher.

**Results and Discussion**

The following are the results of research on the profits of traditional food stall traders in dealing with modern restaurants in a service perspective, including:

1. **Tangible**: Cleanliness & Tidiness of Traditional Food Stalls.
2. **Reliability**: Speed and Accuracy.
4. **Assurance**: Maintain ethics, polite language, patient.
5. **Empathy**: Buyer's request.

Based on the results of research conducted by researchers, profits from traditional food stalls by paying attention to the tangible perspective through the environment of traditional food stalls are caused by the cleanliness of the stalls and paying attention to the neatness of the stalls. Traditional food stalls are cleaned at all times from morning to night between trading times to avoid the accumulation of dust and unpleasant odors. Neatness of merchandise is also considered to make it easier to find the items you need. Where with the cleanliness and tidiness of this traditional food stall, it is to make a profit and make profits increase so that it is not easily rivaled by modern restaurants and can meet the living needs of traditional food stall traders.

The profit gain of traditional food stall traders by paying attention to the assurance perspective through customer trust and attitude is caused by traders checking goods, providing stable prices, polite in communicating. So that with the attitude of traditional food stall traders who make customers believe and return to buy their business that makes traditional food stall traders make a profit and can meet their living needs. The profit gain of traditional food stall traders by paying attention to the perspective of empathy through closeness and humanity is caused by rebuking greetings when in traditional food stalls and when meeting outside traditional food stalls and
always being friendly to visitors to traditional food stalls. So that with the closeness and humanity of these traditional food stall traders, they can make a profit and can meet the needs of life and the sustainability of the traditional food stall business that they are running.

Conclusion
Based on the results of the study it can be concluded that:
1. Profits from traditional food stalls by paying attention to the tangible perspective through traditional food stalls are caused by the cleanliness of the stalls and paying attention to the neatness of the stalls.
2. Profits from traditional food stalls by taking into account the perspective of reliability through the capabilities given to their customers due to the application of services to buyers must be thorough and fast.
3. Profits from traditional food stalls by paying attention to the responsiveness perspective through a sense of caring are caused by informing customers about product comparisons, from prices, benefits, uses of similar products and speed of service.
4. Profits from traditional food stall traders by paying attention to the assurance dimension through customer trust and attitude are caused by traders checking goods, providing stable prices, polite in communicating.
5. Profits from traditional food stall traders by paying attention to the dimensions of empathy through closeness and humanity are caused by admonishing greetings when at traditional food stalls and when meeting outside traditional food stalls and always being friendly to visitors to traditional food stalls.
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